Pass with SafeSeat Technology™

Maximizing Inventory in a Socially-Distanced World
A social distance seating solution, SafeSeat™ offers electronic
and mobile ticketing that responds to the expectations of fans,
and needs of teams to address the improved safety and security
of live event attendance required in today’s world.
SafeSeat delivers new inventory assignment logic allowing teams
to seamlessly distance fans with seats in between groups ensuring
the safety of patrons while reducing the need and operational
burden to re-manifest on a game-by-game basis. With the ability
to limit the number of groups per row, SafeSeat reduces contact
between fans as they move in and out of seats.
Leveraging the unique technology of Experience Pass®, SafeSeat
offers flexible ticketing features that help preserve the social aspect
of live events. Features such as Linking help maximize inventory
wasting fewer seats and allowing fans to connect with other Pass
holders; while Guest Tickets let fans purchase additional tickets for
friends or family prior to seat assignment.

Delivers the security fans seek
while offering flexible and
social ticketing features to
preserve the camaraderie of
live events.
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Empowers your team or venue
to maximize revenue and
optimize attendance.

COVID-19 IMPACT
FAN STUDY
In a study conducted by Experience, 800+ fans
responded who had attended 1+ live event in
the last year. The study focused COVID-19’s
impact on ticketing preferences and spend
when live events return. In the study…

46%

of fans responded some
type of social distanced
seating would be
preferred.

43%

of fans want the option to
return tickets for credit to
future events should
cancellation occur.

ACCESS THE FULL STUDY

Ensures on a game-by-game
basis the flexibility to manage
differences or fluctuations in
guidelines as restrictions ease
or change across communities.

www.expapp.com

SafeSeat™

Maximizing Inventory in a Socially-Distanced World
REDUCE OPERATIONAL
BURDEN

PRIORITIZE SEATING
FOR LOYAL FANS

SafeSeat removes the need for
you to re-manifest the venue on
a game-by-game basis if
increased or reduced capacity is
required, significantly reducing
the operational workload.

Prioritize loyal fans and associate
certain fan groups such as Season
Ticket holders to designated
locations within your venue (e.g.
Club, Sideline, Upper Level
Sideline, Endzone, etc.), to deliver
socially distanced seats within a
specific location.

MAXIMIZE INVENTORY
The automation of seat selection
via Pass delayed seat assignment
logic lets you maximize inventory.

INCREASE FAN ACCESS
& ATTENDANCE

PRESERVE SOCIAL
NATURE OF LIVE EVENTS
SafeSeat with Pass technology
leverages flexible ticketing
features like Guest Tickets and
Linking to preserve the social
nature of live events.

CAPITALIZE ON REVENUE
OPPORTUNITY
SafeSeat lets you quickly react to
changes such as a sudden boost in
capacity, so you don’t miss out on
revenue opportunities.
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With SafeSeat, give more fans
the opportunity to attend in a
reduced capacity environment
by controlling the number of
games fans can access. For
example, instead of offering
access to all home games,
create 3-game offers. Fans will
attend fewer games, but more
fans will have the opportunity to
attend. Additionally, turn-on
features like Tap to Accept and
Returns letting fans notify you
of whether they plan to attend
or not creating an opportunity
for other fans to attend.

ALIGN & OPTIMIZE
CAPACITY TO SAFETY
GUIDELINES
As guidelines change, SafeSeat
leverages flexible density
configurations to ensure your
seating strategies and capacity
adhere to the latest safety
guidelines such as increasing the
number of seats (e.g. 1, 2 or 3)
between groups to meet social
distancing measures. Quickly
respond to changes optimizing
capacity and communication to fans.

MINIMIZE CONTACT
BETWEEN FANS
SafeSeat lets you limit the
number of groups per row,
reducing contact and the number
of interactions between fans as
they move in and out of seats.

ENSURE INVESTMENT
GUARANTEES
Additional flexible ticketing
features like Returns and Credit,
ensure fans investment guarantees
if a game is cancelled or they are
unable to attend.

